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.

Get the financing you
need for your capital
projects or refinancing!

Contact Ewell Lawson at 573-445-3279
for financing from MPUA
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Sharon Horn joins MPUA as an
Energy Scheduler after an
extensive career with William
Woods University as the
undergraduate applicant
coordinator. A graduate of
William Woods, she possess an
MBA with an emphasis in human
resources .
Sharon, her husband Keith and daughter Alli enjoy
time spent in their vintage arcade as well as caring for
their horses, chickens, goats, dogs and cats and
shopping for antique farm items to decorate their
home. She is also very involved as a volunteer for 4-H
and multiple equine organizations.
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From the President’s Desk

Duncan Kincheloe
dkincheloe@mpua.org

Still Planning for Tomorrow...and Beyond

I

hope your 2015 is off to a great start.
It is certainly requiring a fast start-- and
have you noticed we’re virtually halfway
through this decade of stunning
transitions for utilities?
Think about the realities and outlook of
today compared to 2010. In terms of air
and wastewater regulation, reliance on
natural gas, the reach and dominance of
RTO regimes, advances in end-use
technologies, and the proliferation of
customer power generation and
renewables, all utilities in our region
operate in a new landscape. Beyond these
factors, changes in customer needs and
expectations may represent the greatest
change of all.
Municipal utilities have been working hard
to stay ahead of the curve. They are still
at it, maybe more intensely than ever,
which is the main thing I want to say more
about here.
First though, we should acknowledge that
municipals have several natural
advantages.
The latest Public Utilities
Fortnightly refers to widespread demand for
microgrids as a source of recent
“heartburn” for big utility executives. But
microgrids just represent new focus on
reliability, the value of local generation,
and responsiveness to customer
priorities—the bread and butter of public
power for decades. This orientation will
continue to mean differing technologies
introduced in differing ways for our
differing customers and communities. But
far from being the “disruptive” force felt
by big utilities, it is an orientation that
reinforces the traditional focus of
municipals: close to our facilities, close to
our customers, and close to their
concerns.
This close identification of municipal
utilities also provides natural alignment
with long term interests of the local
customer and community. Focus on long
term service quality and reliability, rather
than quarterly shareholder profit, accounts
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for the early work municipals devoted to
new power generation during the last
decade. Now, as EPA has ratcheted up
environmental requirements even before
getting to carbon and climate issues, most
municipal customers will not be as
burdened with costs of environmental
retrofits to decades-old plants, so
common in much of the industry.
Instead, our bonds now eligible for
refunding allow reduced debt service
costs.
Even earlier, municipal utilities showed
valuable foresight in establishing the
Municipal Electric Utility Commission
(MJMEUC) and then MPUA. Challenges
for small utilities include 1) limitations of
scale for functions where volumes are
important and 2) expense of access to
certain specialized expertise. Municipal
leaders established MPUA as their tool to
address these challenges without
sacrificing control, direction and impartial
commitment to customer interests.
Which leads us back to addressing this
decade’s new challenges. Amid so many
transitions, MPUA members voted in
December to engage the nationally
eminent Leidos Engineering firm to
perform an integrated resource study. It
will evaluate power supply needs,
considerations of energy efficiency, and
other alternatives—all
geared to
environmental regulations, market
forecasts, and technology opportunities as
we can foresee them today.
Most
important perhaps, is that all municipals in
our immediate MISO and SPP subregions
are being welcomed to participate. Our
members believe that more participation
will reveal more synergies, more
combinations of complementary needs
and resources, and more opportunities for
cost-sharing to maximize benefits for all
public power neighbors. Participating
utilities can use the study results in your
own further planning, whether performed
by your own staff, by commissioning
more individual work by Leidos or
another consultant, or by working with

MPUA staff.
Watch for more
information about this opportunity to be
coming to you very soon.
This work is particularly timely. Results,
including market forecasts, are expected
just as state agencies and the industry will
be reacting to EPA’s final Clean Power
Plan rules, and as price relationships
between SPP and MISO, including MISO
South, continue be sorted out.
It is also timely in terms of MPUA’s
increased ability to offer more
differentiated support for varied
municipal operations. Keeping pace with
the momentum of change, MPUA has
achieved transformative advances since
2010. It now operates two separate power
pools, plus 24-hour management of
energy contracted by 15 other municipals
from four different generating units in
three states, and energy settlement
functions in both MISO and SPP, as well
as credit, accounting, and on-site
stakeholder representation in both RTOs.
The MJMEUC board of directors has also
positioned the agency as a qualified
transmission developer cooperatively in a
public-private structure with other public
power utilities.
These capacities offer a varied and
decentralized service platform that a utility
or group of utilities can draw from to
support its own operational vision for the
future.
Now, more than ever, the
Alliance is able to support a diversified
set of member-directed functions in a way
that shared costs and shared expertise
brings efficiency and confidence to all
municipal participants.
If your utility has not yet learned of the
opportunity to participate in the benefits
of the Leidos study, you can expect to
receive information about it soon. We
will also be discussing it further during the
March 5 MPUA/MJMEUC board
meetings in Columbia. We hope to see
you there.◄

Carthage’s Williams
Announces Retirement

W

ith 17 years of service to Carthage Water & Electric
(CWEP), 40 years of power industry experience, and 6 years of
service in the US Army under his belt, Robert “Bob” Williams is
set to retire on April 3, 2015. Williams has been a staple of MPUA
Board meetings for more than two decades, actively participating
in the committees and serving in leadership positions representing
both Carthage as well as Higginsville since the 1990s.
With Williams at its helm, CWEP has navigated the changing
world of regulations while improving the utility infrastructure and
providing consistently reliable service. Carthage Water & Electric
has achieved a Reliable Public Power Provider (RP3) designation
from the American Public Power Association since 2008 for
demonstrating high proficiency in reliability, safety, work force
development and system improvement.
“I’m very proud of my accomplishments and have very warm
feelings for this utility,” Williams said. “This job for me has been
a dream come true. I’ve had stress, I’ve had challenges, but that’s
what makes a career complete. If it was easy, everybody would
come in and want to do it.”
Williams has held numerous leadership roles on MPUA Boards
and throughout the municipal utility industry. Notably, he served
as MAMU President in 2003, MJMEUC Chairman in 2008, and
Chairman of the MJMEUC Engineering Committee from 2010present. In 2010, he was honored at the MPUA Conference with
the John “Tom” Tinsley Distinguished Service Award for over
ten years of distinguished service to MPUA. Active in Utility
organizations on a state and national level, he has served in
leadership positions with the Tri-State Water Coalition and the
Southwestern Power Resources Association. He served on the
APPA Board of Directors from 2006-2013.
“For decades now, Bob’s utility colleagues have relied on him for
state and national leadership. His wisdom, energy, and most of
all, integrity have attracted support for his amazing achievements
that will benefit his community and all of us for many decades yet
to come,” said Duncan Kincheloe, MPUA President and General
Manger. “It has been a pleasure and honor to work with Bob
Williams as he chaired the Missouri Association of Municipal
Utilities, the Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission
and twice chaired the Missouri Public Utility Alliance.”
Williams and his wife Margaret look forward to some additional
traveling in retirement. ◄

Retirement Reception
Robert E. Williams
April 2, 2015 | 1:30-3 pm
Presentations: 2 pm
Carthage Water & Electric Community Room
627 W. Centennial, Carthage MO

Questions? 417-237-7335 Susan Wendleton
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...from the

Tracker Proposal, Municipal
Bonds, and LNG Taxes

O

n January 26, APGA filed comments with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in response to a
November 20 proposed policy statement that would potentially
allow interstate pipelines to recover through a tracker mechanism
certain capital expenditures made to modernize pipeline system
infrastructure to enhance reliability, safety and regulatory
compliance. The policy specifically identifies five standards that
must be in place in order for a pipeline to utilize a tracker or
surcharge. Those standards are: the pipeline’s base rates must
have been recently reviewed through a Natural Gas Act (NGA)
general Section Four rate proceeding or through a collaborative
effort between the pipeline and its customers; eligible costs must
be limited to one-time capital costs incurred to meet safety or
environmental regulations, and the pipeline must specifically
identify each capital investment to be recovered by the
surcharge; captive customers must be protected from cost shifts
if the pipeline loses shippers or increases discounts to retain
business; there must be a periodic review to ensure rates remain
just and reasonable; and, the pipeline must work collaboratively
with shippers to seek their support for any surcharge proposal.
In its comments, APGA expresses strong opposition to the
tracker proposal communicating that trackers automatically
increase rates without any of the protections afforded by Section
Four of the NGA. The comments also state that the five
standards that are proposed as safeguards “are inadequate to the
task as they simply do not provide the consumer protections
afforded under NGA Section Four.” The comments further
state that if the commission determines to proceed with the
proposed policy statement, “the five standards need to be
considerably strengthened if they are intended to prevent
customers from being exploited by natural gas companies.” A
copy of APGA’s comments is available on the APGA website at
www.apga.org/comments.
During President Obama’s annual State of the Union speech, he
addressed climate change, stating that “no challenge -- poses a
greater threat to future generations than climate change." Prior
to his speech, the administration announced a goal of cutting
methane emissions from the oil and gas sector by 40 to 45
percent from 2012 levels by 2025. Efforts to address emissions
would be at the production level and at the transmission and
distribution levels. This will certainly have both direct and
indirect impacts on public natural gas systems. The president also
discussed the need for investments in infrastructure as his
administration announced plans to push for the creation of a
new class of municipal bonds to spur private investment in U.S.
infrastructure projects. The bonds, called Qualified Public
Infrastructure Bonds, would have no expiration date and there
would be no cap on issuing bonds. In addition, the debt created
by the bonds would not be subject to the Alternative Minimum
(Continued on page 10)
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Associate Spotlight

M

ilsoft Utility Solutions is Hometown Connections’ partner
for grid management software. Milsoft provides more than 1,000
electric distribution utilities as well as their consultants, vendors
and universities with a powerful yet easy-to-use software and
data system for engineering, operations and customer
communications. Milsoft software enables public power
personnel to plan, construct, analyze, operate and manage their
electric distribution system with the economy, reliability and
efficiency their communities require.
The Milsoft Engineering & Operations system (Milsoft E&O)
includes the applications and data management tools needed to
support the planning, construction, operation and management
of a modern, intelligent electric distribution system. Milsoft
E&O is an information-driven system that incorporates a
detailed circuit model of the utility’s actual as-built, as-energized
distribution network.
Integration and interoperability are foundational to Milsoft
E&O. All of the applications and data integrate seamlessly with
each other and with a utility’s third-party applications. Milsoft
E&O is not just a suite of applications; it is an integrated system
that includes project management tools for convenient data and
version management. Any and all data is conveniently available
to all utility personnel for any application.

Milsoft Utility Solutions
www.milsoft.com

Unsurpassed customer service and technical support are central to
Milsoft’s vision, values and actions. Only one thing is more
important to Milsoft than providing the best software: providing
the best service and support that a utility will receive from any
vendor, ever. Milsoft customers commend the company in this
area more than any other.
Milsoft E&O include the following:
Geographic Information System
Milsoft GIS is a convenient and powerful way to collect, organize,
manage and display geospatial data, including each component of
the distribution network, each customer, and the underlying
geography. It is fully compatible with the ESRI ArcGIS toolset.
Milsoft GIS is being used by some 200 electric distribution
utilities and their consultants.
Engineering Analysis
Milsoft EA, used by some 600 electric distribution utilities and
their consultants, has become a de facto industry standard for
electric distribution system analysis. It enables accurate, detailed
modeling and analysis of an electric distribution network for the
most economical planning and reliable operations.
(Continued on page 17)
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Regulatory Review

Doug Healy, Healy Law Offices
doug@healylawoffices.com

Rate Increases for IOUs Continue
Ameren Files New Energy Efficiency Plan

A

t the Missouri Public Service
Commission (MoPSC) a number of filings
were made by utilities to obtain rate payer
funding for energy efficiency and
renewable energy.
Ameren Missouri
made an extensive pleading detailing its
plans for recovery of its demand-side
(energy efficiency) and Demand Side
Investment Mechanism (DSIM) at the
MoPSC. Ameren Missouri proposes to
spend an additional $135 million in
demand side investments from 2016 to
2018. According to Ameren Missouri’s
projections, every dollar spent on demand
side investments will result in a return
from 30 to 60 percent for customers, with
Ameren Missouri asking to receive 14%
of all returns assuming that Ameren
Missouri achieves the performance goals
it has laid out in its filing. This split
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incentivizes Ameren Missouri to take
action that it would normally not (i.e.
encouraging customers to use less energy)
by maintaining a healthy profit margin on
the energy that is saved.
Ameren also received approval to increase
its current Energy Efficiency Investment
Charge under its existing tariff by just
over $45 million. This would be an
increase from $3.70 per month to $6.00
per month for the average residential
customer. The monthly charge funds
energy efficiency programs operated by
Ameren. In Ameren’s pleadings, Ameren
demonstrated that its customers receive a
significant payback from their investment.
Ameren is also compensated, as Ameren
currently retains approximately 26.34% of
the net benefits of the program as an

incentive to maintain and operate the
energy efficiency programs under this
tariff.
The MoPSC also approved an agreement
to establish a Renewable Energy Standard
Rate Adjustment Mechanism (RESRAM)
for the customers of Kansas City Power
& Light-Greater Missouri Operations
(KCPL-GMO). The charge recovers the
costs associated with Missouri’s
Renewable Energy Standard, and for the
average residential customer will be an
increase of approximately $0.81 per
month.
An increase in gas rates for Liberty
Utilities was also approved by the MoPSC.
Rates were increased approximately $4.67
to $7.33 per month for the average

residential customer.
Liberty Utilities
serves rural Missouri municipals that were
formerly served by Atmos Energy.
Southwest Power Pool Grows
At the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), FERC significantly
expanded the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) by accepting SPP’s proposal to
allow the Western Area Power
Administration (WAPA) - Upper Great
Plains Region, Basin Electric Power
Cooperative and Heartland Consumers
Power District into SPP. Those systems
comprise a major part of the transmission
systems across seven states, and
approximately 9,500 miles of additional
transmission inside SPP. Of significant
interest was the compromise that SPP and
the WAPA agreed upon, which allows
federal power to continue to be delivered
without regional transmission costs
attached, but non-federal power deliveries
will pay all SPP charges, including regional
transmission charges.
The Midcontinent Independent System
Transmission Operator (MISO) had a

complaint case filed against it by market
participants who have alleged that the
base return on equity (ROE) of 12.38% is
inequitable. That case will likely result in a
lower ROE authorized by FERC for
MISO using the modified discounted cash
flow analysis it recently approved in the
New England ISO ROE case. This
should result in lower transmission
charges in MISO.
The Transmission Access Policy Study
Group (TAPS) joined with APPA in filing
comments at FERC in support of the new
Risk Based Registration initiative that was
filed by the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC). This is
the culmination of the last several years of
policy changes at NERC that have slowly
moved the needle from objective
standards as both to registering entities
and applying standards to instead apply a
risk based approach to both registering
entities and applying standards.
FERC also issued another Order 1000
compliance order to the SPP. In that
compliance order, FERC held that federal

rights of first refusal (ROFR) must be
eliminated from the SPP tariff for all
projects that result in regionally allocated
costs. SPP will be filing a compliance
tariff shortly, and FERC will again review
it to ensure that it complies with Order
1000.
FERC has also directed both MISO and
SPP to file reports on fuel assurance.
This report should encompass all forms
of generation, and will provide an
interesting perspective on how MISO and
SPP view the reliability of coal and natural
gas plants. Those reports from MISO and
SPP will be required to be filed by
February 20, 2015.
FERC also accepted the compliance filing
of MISO for FERC Order 1000 for interregional planning.
As Order 1000
compliance tariffs continue to be filed and
accepted, we’ll continue to monitor and
see how this evolving landscape affects
both MJMEUC and our members. ◄
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(Natural Gas...continued from page 6)

Tax, which limits the tax benefits and exemptions that highearning individuals can claim. It’s important to note that the
creation of these bonds would require the passage of legislation,
which may be difficult.
In response to the president’s comments on methane
emissions, APGA released a press statement communicating
that the “safe and reliable delivery of affordable natural gas is a
priority for our nation’s public natural gas utilities.” APGA
also communicated that public natural gas systems continually
evaluate their systems and make infrastructure improvements
whenever and wherever needed. In regard to the president’s
focus on climate change, APGA stated that the direct-use of
natural gas is part of the solution to addressing greenhouse gas
emissions. Increasing the direct-use of natural gas is the surest,
quickest and most cost-effective avenue to achieve significant
reductions in greenhouse gases and therefore should be a
critical component of any effort to address climate change.
APGA has been working to address liquefied natural gas
(LNG) tax equalization. Under current law, the federal highway
excise tax on LNG both for use in motor vehicles and diesel are
taxed on a volumetric basis at 24.3 cents per gallon. LNG is less
energy dense than diesel, as it requires 1.7 gallons of LNG to
equal the energy content of one gallon of diesel. Based on this
fact, LNG trucks will consume more fuel than their diesel
counterparts and therefore will pay more in federal highway
taxes than their diesel counterpart.
For example,
NGVAmerica, with whom APGA has been working to address
this issue, has communicated that a diesel truck traveling
100,000 miles per year at five miles per gallon consumes 20,000
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gallons of diesel fuel and would pay $4,860 in federal taxes. An
identical LNG truck would require 34,000 gallons of LNG to
travel the same distance. The LNG truck would pay $8,262 in
taxes or an additional $3,402 per year in taxes for using LNG.”
This additional tax burden provides a strong disincentive for
consumers to purchase the LNG-powered truck. Taking into
account the incremental cost of an LNG truck, which can be up
to an addition $60,000, the additional fuel tax burden may be
sufficient to prevent fleets from using cleaner burning LNG.
APGA strongly supports and will continue to work with
Congress to pass legislation that would remedy that disincentive
by taxing LNG on an energy content basis, as compressed natural
gas (CNG) is taxed. Effectively, this would level the playing field
between LNG and diesel.
APGA is pleased to announce that FERC Commissioner
Norman Bay will serve as keynote speaker for APGA’s Annual
Conference, which is scheduled for July 26-29 at the Omni
Interlocken Hotel in Broomfield, Colo. Commissioner Bay was
nominated by President Obama to serve as a FERC
Commissioner in January 2014 and was confirmed by the Senate
that July for a term that expires June 30, 2018.
Commissioner Bay will take over as Chairman of FERC on April
15, 2015. Prior to his appointment to FERC, Commissioner Bay
served as FERC's Director of Enforcement since 2009. Prior to
joining FERC, Mr. Bay was a law professor at the University of
New Mexico and he also served as U.S. Attorney for New
Mexico from 2000 to 2001. We hope you will make plans to
attend APGA’s Annual Conference! Information on the Annual
Conference can be found at www.apga.org/denver. ◄

Spring (Tech) Is In the Air
D

espite chilly winter winds sweeping
through Missouri’s hills, hollows and
plains, we all know that they won’t last
forever. Nothing is a surer sign of that
eventual passing than the year’s first
reminder of the upcoming Spring Tech
Training Days sponsored by the Missouri
Public Utility Alliance.
The two day-long training sessions are
scheduled on April 7 in Warrensburg, MO
and on April 8 in Sikeston, MO this year.
Municipal Water/Wastewater and Electric
Workers will each get their own separate
set of five one-hour training sessions with
a special focus on the changes in
technology that front line worker are
experiencing.
The goal of our training is to give front
line workers access to hands on training
that helps make their daily work easier and
more productive by keeping them in touch
with the latest changes in the industry.
New OSHA requirements are driving
insurance companies that cover municipal
electric workers to go back to some

training in utilizing pole
climbing fall arrest equipment –
even when Missouri is not an
OSHA state. Participants will
also get to handle the insides of
common electrical devices like
transformers and switches to get
a better understanding on how
they work. With the growing
popularity of LED lights,
workers will be getting
experience in maintenance
issues and in replacing existing
heads and other support
equipment.

Spring Tech 2014 participants review safety tips.

On the water/wastewater side, front-line
workers will learn how to conduct
required manhole evaluations to meet
DNR reporting requirements on
collection system analysis as well as
experience in using new acoustic based
sewer flow evaluations to identify
infiltration and outflow problems.
Trained city employees in the field can
avoid having to hire outside consultants to
conduct the same work, often at higher
rates. City workers will also get the

opportunity to work with DNR’s new
Community Services Initiative Director
and learn exactly what benefits the state is
able to provide to the city’s operation.
MPUA’s Spring Tech Days are scheduled
to help cities avoid long road-trips for
training while reducing the number of
days employees have to be away from the
city. Monitor our bi-weekly publications
for updates as soon as we get approval to
issue Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
for each of the events.◄
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RTO:101

A Primer on Energy Markets
By Rebecca Atkins | ratkins@mpua.org

T

his series will provide a basic
understanding of the current electricity
market construct. Part 1 will give a
history of the evolution of the Regional
Transmission Organization (RTO) and
our current energy market landscape. Part
2 will explore the basic concepts behind
the energy market structure and different
products offered, and Part 3 will
specifically address how MJMEUC
interacts with these markets and what they
mean for your utility.
Part 1: RTO’s, a brief history
Since the Federal Power Act of 1935, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) has been responsible for
regulating wholesale sales of electricity
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and interstate transmission. In the 1990’s,
FERC’s Orders 888/889 and Congress’s
Energy Policy Act began the process
toward a more competitive energy market.
These regulations required transmission
owners to open access to their
transmission lines in a non-discriminatory
fashion at publicly posted rates.
Previously, transmission owners could
deny end-users access to their
transmission, providing a good platform
for monopoly power in most regions. For
example, prior to FERC’s open access
transmission tariffs, if a transmission
dependent utility in Missouri was able to
negotiate a good contract for electricity
from a provider in Kansas, they may not
actually be able to transport the energy

back to their load; this structure
significantly limited supplier options.
Under the new regulations, the
transmission owners cannot restrict access
to or charge unreasonable rates to use
their transmission, thus facilitating more
competition in the industry.
FERC encouraged transmission owners to
hand over operational control of their
transmission systems to Independent
System Operators (ISOs).
As third
parties, the ISOs would be responsible for
ensuring non-discriminatory operation of
and access to the transmission system
along with maintaining reliability and
security; transmission owners would then
receive compensation for their investment

from the ISO. Several ISOs formed,
including Midcontinent ISO (MISO),
Southwest Power Pool (SPP), California
ISO (CAISO), New York ISO (NY ISO),
PJM Interconnection, New England ISO
(ISO NE), and Electric Reliability Council
of Texas (ERCOT). Because FERC
made joining an ISO voluntary, not all
transmission assets are part of an ISO,
much like Associated Electric
Cooperative’s assets.
The resulting
patchwork of structures and organizations
across the country has created a
significant number of “seams” issues for
entities operating at the borders.
In 1999, FERC established the core
characteristics and functions of RTOs

and encouraged public utilities to
voluntarily join these organizations. In
2001, MISO was the first FERC approved
RTO. As an RTO, MISO’s primary
responsibilities are to administer and
design the Energy Market Tariff, manage
grid congestion and parallel path flows,
provide ancillary services and market
monitoring, maintain calculations for
capability and the OASIS (Open Access
Same-Time Information System, an
internet based electric power transmission
service) system, plan for transmission
network expansion, and facilitate
interregional coordination. The goal of
the RTOs is to provide consumers with
reliable, competitively priced energy. By
having a third party operate the energy

markets and provide non-discriminatory
access to transmission, the barriers to
competition are significantly reduced.
SPP began ISO operations in 1997 and
RTO operations in 2006. However, SPP’s
history dates back to World War II, when
SPP was formed to pool resources for war
needs. Later, SPP became a regional
council for reliability in the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC – an international regulatory
authority focused on the reliability of the
bulk electric system). MISO and SPP
both currently operate complex energy
markets. The next installment of this
series will highlight some of the key
components of those markets. ◄
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Member Spotlight
By Kerry Cordray | kcordray@mpua.org

L

ying along the scenic banks of the
clear-running Meramec River, and not far
from the confluence of the Huzzah and
Courtois creeks, the city of Steelville has
long billed itself as the "Floating Capital
of Missouri.”

aerospace industry. A supplier to Boeing,
Lockheed Martin and Sikorsky, among
other aerospace manufacturers, the
company fabricates aerospace parts from
materials of all kinds, plastic to titanium.

The nearby spring-fed Missouri streams
bring thousands of visitors flocking to the
area to enjoy floating, rafting and camping
during the warmer months of the year.
The slogan that adorns the website of its
Chamber of Commerce is “Steelville -Where the Rivers Run and the People
Have Fun.” Year after year, the area’s
summer outdoor recreation economy has
grown steadily. But in recent years
Steelville, the seat of government for
Crawford County, has also seen a trend in
year-round economic growth.
The city experienced some population
decline in the late 90’s that lasted through
most of a decade. But the 2010
population of 1,642 realized a 15%
growth spurt from the census figures of
2000. The trend is at least partly due to
industrial growth in the city.
“We had some state economic
development officials visit the city a few
years ago,” said Mayor Terry Palmer. “As
we described our overall economic picture
and recent issues, they told us ‘You don’t
know how lucky you are.’ ”
Growth in industrial jobs has been led by
Steelville Manufacturing, a contract
machine shop that specializes in making
aluminum airframe components for the
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MPUA Finance Program was the right
financial tool for us at the time we needed
it.” MPUA’s Finance Program has helped
over 55 member municipalities finance
more than $190 million in capital and
equipment projects since it was
established in 1999.
Continuing its improvements to stay
astride of growth, in 2011 Steelville added
UV disinfection to their wastewater
treatment facility, a project requiring more
than $225,000. In 2012-2013, Steelville
once again used MPUA’s Municipal
Finance Program as a tool to fund a
project repair and paint a water tower.
The city is now in the early stages
of planning for a $330,000 project to
address water pressure issues and to
reduce inflow and infiltration to the city’s
wastewater collection system.

Steelville City Hall – heart of a small town

As a small town on-the-grow, Steelville
has needed to oversee some significant
utility infrastructure projects in the last
several years. In 2006, the city constructed
a new water well and standpipe, a project
costing $605,000. In 2007-2008, Steelville
constructed a two -mile power
transmission line to serve an industrial
area anchored by Steelville
Manufacturing. Funding of $769,000 for
the transmission line project came from
MPUA’s Municipal Finance Program.
“The transmission line was a critical
project for us,” said Steelville city
comptroller Jennifer Basham. “And the

A challenge common to utilities in a
growing community is serving areas of the
city that were previously undeveloped.
Steelville’s utility infrastructure and service
has needed to expand to new locations as
businesses built or relocated further out
on main business roads, nearer to the city
limits. In town, work on residential streets
has required new water lines and hydrants.
As a local developer planned to build a
new lodge/resort in the coming year, the
city needed to find a way to serve the
lodge’s area with a road, sewers, electricity
and water. The city worked with the
Meramec Regional Planning Commission
to obtain a $130,000 grant from the Delta
Regional Authority. The funding will help

Steelville construct a new road and sewer
to serve the area as well as open acreage
to future development. The city must
provide electric and water service.
In 2010, Steelville was one of fifteen
south-central Missouri municipalities
notified that Sho-Me Power Electric
Cooperative would terminate long-term
wholesale power contracts with the cities
in 2013. Steelville and the other impacted
cities worked together to identify supply
options, and ultimately twelve cities
united to form the Mid-Missouri
Municipal Power Energy Pool
(MMMPEP). Through a competitive
bidding process with three other bidders
including their previous electric co-op,
MPUA’s Missouri Joint Municipal
Electric Utility Commission (MJMEUC)
was chosen as the electric wholesale
supplier for the cities through May 2018.
MJMEUC was chosen for the smallest
increase over current rates, greatest
efficiency in supply management, and the
best option for rate stability over the five
years term.
Palmer said that, in addition to the
formation of MMMPEP, training for
municipal electrical workers has been a
very important way MPUA serves the
city’s needs. “In ‘the old days’, when the
power went out, to many people it didn’t
seem like that big a deal,” said Palmer.
“Now with almost every home and
business having computers, more home
medical equipment, and many other
electronics, reliability and a fast response
to outages has become far more
important to people.” ◄

Main Street in Steelville shows off plenty of charm

ABOUT STEELVILLE CITY UTILITIES
Steelville City Utilities maintains Steelville’s approximately 10-12 miles of
electric line, 1 substation, and more than 300 streetlights. There is one
main substation that feeds the City of Steelville. The electric utility
established service in the 1930’s.
The first sewers in Steelville were constructed in the 1940’s. Steelville
City Utilities maintains about 17 miles of sewer mains. The current WWTP
was constructed in 1980 and upgraded in 2011
with a UV disinfection system. Currently, the
processing average per day is 160,000 gallons,
with a capacity of 333,000 gallons per day.
The facility discharges to Whittenburg
Creek.
Steelville’s water treatment plant was
built in 1934. The plant is able to
meet current water regulation
standards. The sources of water
are three groundwater wells.
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Inspecting a Vital Sewer Collection System Asset
By Phil Walsack | pwalsack@mpua.org

M

issouri’s sewer collection systems
have been easy to ignore. The collection
system’s manholes and their covers have
been paved over or lost in the gravel of an
alley. They get covered by weeds or a
customer’s lawn. These access points may
never see the light of day, sometime for
decades. Sewage flows constantly through
the collection system piping and every 300
feet or so through a manhole…until there
is a backup.

is the only way to see how the miles of
collection system piping in your utility is
performing.
A Major Problem
First and foremost, if the city has a practice
of burying manhole covers…Stop it!
[MPUA staff recently had the misfortune of
driving through a small Missouri
community of 500 people and was not able
find one manhole cover exposed in the
State Highway, any street, any alley, any
place, or anywhere. And this staffer knew
what he was looking for!].

One Technical Resource
Of all the texts, articles, and bulletins that
come into MPUA, one of the most
valuable sewer manhole inspection
resource is the Manual of
Practice No. 92 (First Edition): Active infiltration into a surcharged manhole.
Manhole Inspection and
Rehabilitation published by the
American Society of Civil
Engineers in 1997. It is no
longer in print, but MPUA
members can obtain copies at
no charge. It is short (75 pages),
concise, and timeless.
The text’s introduction states,
“Manhole structures are the
principal means of access for
collection system maintenance.
Effective manhole inspection
and rehabilitation are necessary
to remove excessive inflow /
infiltration (I/I), improve
manhole structural integrity, and
address public safety
issues” (page 1). This statement
is the reason municipal sewer
utilities need to care about sewer
system manholes.
The Eyes of the System
Phil Walsack is MPUA’s
Environmental Services
Manager and is at heart, and by
practice, a sewer guy. In his
opinion, “The most important
and inexpensive tool for
municipalities to predict sewer
system problems and failure is
the ’eyes of a sewer guy’.”
While scrapping off a bar screen
is important at the wastewater
treatment plant; “popping lids”
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A massive root ball coming through a manhole’s wall.

Operators, please (we beg you) “Do not let
the manhole covers in your city get buried!”
One Inspection Tool
Probably the most important tool for
assessing the sewer collection system is a
digital camera with a flash (or your
smartphone will do). Once you look at 20
manholes or so, many of them start to look
alike. Use them to shoot pictures of your
system’s manholes.
Even if you only look at 10 manholes, make
sure that your label and put a date on the
pictures. If you have a work computer,
store the images on the computer, as well as
your phone (Sometimes your cell
phone doesn’t wash up onto the
treatment plant’s bar screen).
When performing sewer manhole
inspections, you do not have to
inspect the whole city at one time.
You may only be able to set aside
the time to complete one day’s
worth of inspections. That is fine.
Starting is the most important part.
As a rule, you should be able to
inspect about 5 or 6 manholes per
hour, if the manhole covers are not
buried.
The second most valuable tool is an
inspection form. Good forms can
be found on the internet. Good
examples are available with every
technical assistance provider and
with the Department of Natural
Resources. MPUA has several forms
that we will share with you at no
cost. One of the staff favorites is a
fill-in-the-box type…no words to
write after you have walked a mile or
so in the heat (contact Phil at
pwalsack@mpua.org for your copy).
What You Seek
Take notice if the manhole covers
are below grade and they look like
they could take on water in a
rainstorm. Pay particular attention
to the covers that are vented (i.e.,
have more than two holes in the lid).
(Continued on page 24)

(Associate Spotlight...continued from page 7)

Field Engineering
Milsoft Field Engineering (aka staking) makes it possible to
design and document a line extension or other facility change
quickly and accurately. It automatically integrates the new data
throughout Milsoft E&O as well as with other applications.
Outage Management
Milsoft Outage Management is used by hundreds of utilities to
improve outage detection, evaluation and response thereby
speeding service restoration while improving customer
communications and service. Milsoft OMS enables utility
personnel with the situational intelligence and analytical tools to
deal most effectively with individual outages to system wide
disturbances. The automated collection, analysis and display of
system data improves productivity, safety and morale. The
incorporation of the detailed circuit model dramatically improves
the speed and accuracy of outage analysis and response.
Communications/IVR
Milsoft provides state-of-the-art interactive voice response (IVR)
capabilities for inbound and outbound communications and
commerce. It includes comprehensive call handling logic and
message scripting tools as well as social media interfaces. Milsoft
Connections, a hosted IVR solution, is available for utilities that
do not wish to maintain IVR telephony hardware and software
on site.
As part of the Milsoft agreement with Hometown Connections,
MPUA members who are also members of the American Public
Power Association (APPA) are eligible for a 5% discount on
Milsoft software licenses.◄

Contact Information:
Phone: 1-800-344-5647
Email: info@milsoft.com
Web: www.milsoft.com
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The Federal Forum

Floyd Gilzow
fgilzow@mpua.org

Being Your Own Expert Witness

T

he final 700 page rule electronically
dropped on my desk with a figurative
thud announcing that the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
had finally released the Coal Combustion
Residual (CCR) guidelines mere moments
earlier. For the first time, EPA had a
reasonably consistent official plan to
regulate the storage of the soot and
minerals left over after coal is consumed
to make electricity.
I had carefully reviewed the two different
plans the federal agency had released years
ago, one of which would have classified
the material as hazardous waste, and the
other which would have classified it as
special waste. In filing our comments on
the proposed rule, I took the time to
share our ideas on why EPA was killing
the industry’s efforts to use waste
materials for beneficial re-use in the
building supply industry. The proposed
rules classifying CCR seemed determined
to scare people away from using materials
that were being widely used as the literal
foundation for many of the nation’s most
environmentally friendly buildings.
I often find people asking whether their
“comments really make a difference” in
pending rules, especially environmental
ones. There’s no simple answer to the
query, and I’m sure it often feels like an
empty gesture. But I can also guarantee
you that the agency will ignore all the
comments you don’t make.
By the way, EPA eventually classified
CCR the same as common household
waste which doesn’t add to the cost of
disposing of it, and allows utility
companies to continue to sell CCR to the
building industry to manufacture concrete
and some types of wallboard.
Let me share some techniques that you
can use to improve you batting average
when it comes to making a difference in
the proposed rules where you have a
concern.
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Understand where the rule is in the regulatory
process. The federal or state agency just
didn’t decide to propose a rule on this
topic because they had nothing better to
do that day. Sometimes the rule is driven
by a court order, or a statutory deadline.
At the least, you can assume that the
agency has a strong intention to get the
rule finalized and promulgated. There is
nothing you can say at this point to get
them to abandon the rulemaking. If you
want to stop the rule, you’ll need to take
the case to court AFTER it’s passed.

I guarantee you
that an agency
will ignore all the
comments you
don’t make.
Bureaucrats really believe in the comment process.
They aren’t offended when you point out
problems in the text of the rule. They
believe that the comment period allows
them to identify weak points in their rule
that can be strengthened to better
withstand a court challenge.
You comment letter will be read, especially if it is
written in your own words. Sending a cut-and
-paste copy of someone else’s letter,
although it adds to the total count, doesn’t
add to the bureaucrat’s workload. They
categorize it and quickly move on. If you
only change a part of the letter, change
the beginning couple of paragraphs.
Share your field experience with how the proposed
system will actually work. Simply telling a
bureaucrat that a particular system won’t
work doesn’t change anything. Mapping
out a timeline or paper flow based on the
proposed rule, can drive them wild. I
once helped change an administrative
system when we were able to show that
one piece of paper was carried over 4
miles in a state grant program. I’ve used
the state election calendar to prove to

EPA that a deadline on environmental
compliance could not be legally
completed because of the limited times
when voters could be asked for their
approval of bonds.
Rule writing
bureaucrats operate on a theoretical
system of how they believe their proposed
system will work. You as a utility or city
administrator, operate in the real world.
They actually want your experience. They
want their system to work.
Remember that comments from an elected official,
even from a small town, carry more weight than
comments from appointed staff in large towns. If
you have a supportive mayor, get them to
sign your comment letter.
You are
automatically toward the top of the list.
Share your experience as a part of a group. A
few months ago, city councils and boards
of aldermen got together to express their
objection to the pending “Waters of the
United States” rule proposed by the EPA
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
You filed comments, and you sent letters
to Members of Congress and the U.S.
Senate. While we don’t have a final rule
yet, we know that we’ve been heard. U.S.
Senator Roy Blunt told some visiting city
officials that he was surprised at the
outpouring of concern from cities over
how the rule will impact them.

MPUA’s Floyd Gilzow testifies at an
EPA listening session on GHG rules.

Your goal is not to raise all the problems you see in the rule. Unless
you are planning on filing a lawsuit to challenge provisions in
the proposed rule, you don’t need to touch on every problem
with a lengthy analysis. Instead pick three, four or five of the
most significant points and express the reasons for your
objections and why it won’t achieve the results that the agency
claims.
If you really want to make an impact, use your comments to explain how
the agency can achieve its goal in an alternate manner that does not
create the problems that you project from their current
approach. Just saying “no” does not move the public policy
discourse ahead. Use your background, your skills and your
experience to show them a better way.
These steps will insure that bureaucrats evaluating comments
are going to have to spend more time on the issues you raise
and may result in changes that will make the final rules more
palatable. Remember when you submit comments that the
regulatory agencies have already decided to change the rules,
so any modifications to the original plan should be considered
a victory, no matter how small.
The administrative rule process was designed so that legislators
would give up some of their power in order not to have to deal
with all the technical details of regulation. Some believe that
the transfer has gone too far, and you can expect that there will
be ongoing debates both in Jefferson City and in Washington,
DC on that topic. In the meantime, you can have an impact
by being your own expert witness.◄
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Climate Review Expanded
to State and Local Grants

T

he White House is replacing a four year-old draft guide for
federal agencies on the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) with a new one that requires all agencies to include
statements on climate change in their environmental impact
reviews. The White House Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) issued the 31-page guide telling agencies how to
calculate the impact of agency decisions on both climate
change, and the indirect results to the environment caused by
the climate change, such as heavier rainfall or longer droughts.
The impact for cities, counties and states is that any time an
environmental impact study is required for a federal or state
funded grant, the study will have to evaluate the project’s
impact on climate, including whether there is an alternate
approach with a lesser impact. The additional study may cause
changes in such diverse projects as road construction,
wastewater plant expansion, or sidewalk extensions, as
examples, all of which may change the amount of CO2 emitted.
As an example, the guide notes that a NEPA review of a
proposed open pit mine plan would need to include the CO2
emissions associated with the “reasonably foreseeable effects”
of building roads, clearing land, moving extracted resources,
processing the resources and using the resources.
The draft guidelines are available on the CEQ website at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ceq/ and the
office is taking comments for 90 days. ◄
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Hydropower Watch

Nicki Fuller, SPRA
nfuller@sprahydro.com

The Preference Principle and Public Power

T

he “preference principle” is one of the most powerful
movements behind public power. As a former Executive
Director of the American Public Power Association stated, the
preference principle is “the Magna Carta of public power.” So
what is this principle, where did it come from, and how does it
benefit Federal hydropower customers today?
As it relates to Federal power, the preference principle states
that rural municipally owned utilities, electric cooperatives, and
public bodies such as state power authorities and public utility
districts shall be given the first right to purchase the energy and
capacity generated by Federal resources, including the dams
owned by the Army Corps of Engineers. The fundamental
reason for this long-held tenant is that the waterways of our
Country belong to all of the people. This principle can also be
seen in hydro licensing preference, marketing preference, rural
electrification loan preference, and many others.
The concept of Federal resources being used for the good of
all of the public is one that we have seen throughout America’s
history. As early as the 17th century, one of the colonies
ordered removal of a private dam because it interfered with
public navigation. In the late 18th century, the Northwest
Ordinance affirmed that certain waters “were to be forever
free of taxes, imposts, and duties.” In 1877, the Desert Lands
Act required surplus reclamation water on public land to be
held for public uses such as irrigation. Later, Teddy Roosevelt
would veto bills that sought to authorize private development
of Federal resources. Because of Roosevelt’s famous veto in
1903, a private dam and power station at Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, was prevented and the road was paved for the
creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Federal hydropower. These customers are able to receive this
power using the preference principle that was set forth in the
Flood Control Act of 1944. Every day, the customers of the
Southwestern Power Administration use Federal resources to
serve the greater public good by providing power at the lowest
possible rates. Public power has consistently come under attack
when private entities have tried to eradicate the preference
principle, attempting to allow this power to be sold for a profit.
But, as our forefathers realized, these resources belong to the
people. To uphold the preference principle is to uphold the
idea that Federal resources are for the use and benefit of the
people and not for private companies to realize a return for
their shareholders. ◄
Nicki Fuller is the Executive Director of Southwestern Power Resources
Association. Nicki comes from Southwestern Power Administration, where
she served as a Public Utilities Specialist and Attorney Advisor. She has
also worked in Southwestern’s Power Marking Liaison Office located in
Washington D.C., serving as the Deputy Assistant Administrator for both
Southwestern and Southeastern Power Administrations. In these roles, she
has been involved in a wide variety of matters including regulatory,
marketing and policy issues, as well as extensive work with Southwestern’s
customers.

The preference principle we think of today was codified in
1944 with the passage of the Flood Control Act. The Act
created the Power Marketing Administrations (PMAs),
including Southwestern Power Administration.
When
explaining the purpose of the newly-formed PMAs, Herald
Ickes, Secretary of the Interior at the time of the passage of the
Flood Control Act of 1944 stated, “This power is the property
of the United States. It is held in trust for the people and
should be disposed of in a manner consistent with the public
interest.” The law directed the PMAs to “transmit and dispose
of such power and energy in such manner as to encourage the
most widespread use thereof at the lowest possible rates to
consumers consistent with sound business principles…” Most
important, the law also required “Preference in the sale of such
power and energy shall be given to public bodies and
cooperatives.”
Today, the preference principle continues to be alive and well
in the customers of the PMAs. Nearly 40% of electric power
consumers in Missouri and Kansas use and benefit from
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LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY: WORKING FROM THE INSIDE-OUT
By Ewell Lawson | elawson@mpua.org

F

rom the outside looking in, legislative advocacy – or
lobbying – may appear like a lot of time spent either eating with
legislators, sitting around, or visiting with people in the Capitol
to “shoot the breeze.” However, upon closer inspection, the
reality is a little more complicated than the casual observations
of a day.

One on One

Lobbying is a very personal activity. Legislators and lobbyists
have to know and trust one another. That has been made more
difficult with term limits. There used to be years to develop
relationships with legislators; time helped build trust on both
sides and spurred meaningful solutions to societal problems.
Today, this process is rushed. The element of trust, reliability,
and diplomacy that once helped build solid relationships and led
to a spirit of compromise is now mitigated by ideology and
action. As a result, the process speeds up, bills move more
quickly, and meaningful deliberation becomes overshadowed by
“the process” rather than the issue. As a result, today’s process
demands an increased need for active lobbying – usually by a
professional, issue-based lobbyist – to be present and get to
know freshmen legislators quickly. Prior to term limits,
freshmen legislators had time to develop an understanding of
issues, but now they predominately rely on their own prior
experiences and professional lobbyists to educate them.

Working Key Committees

MPUA concentrates on getting to know the members of the
committees impacting utilities in the House and Senate. Most
utility related measures go through the following committees:
SENATE
Commerce, Consumer Protection, Energy, and Environment
(11 members)
Jobs, Economic Development, and Local Government (11
members)
HOUSE
Select Committee on Utilities (11 members)
 Committee on Utility Infrastructure (19 members)
 Committee on Energy and Environment (13 members)
 Committee on Telecommunications (12 members)
Select Committee on State & Local Government (10 members)
 Committee on Local Government (12 members)
Select Committee on Agriculture (10 members)
 Committee on Conservation and Natural Resources (12
members)
MPUA’s legislative team focuses on meeting and developing
relationships with members of these committees which hear
nearly all the bills regarding municipal utilities. Getting to know
Senators can be somewhat easier because there are fewer
Senators and they have typically spent time in the House, where
MPUA’s team has already worked to establish a relationship
with them.

TOP ISSUES OF NOTE THIS SESSION (SO FAR)
Joint Municipal Utility Commissions – HB 213 attempts to limit municipal utilities from forming joint municipal utility
commissions like MGCM , MJMEUC, and Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission. MPUA and several members testified
against this bill in a hearing on February 11. The committee has not acted on the bill.
Net Metering – HB 481/SB 75 – These bills make changes to the state’s net metering laws by increasing the size of units – up to
1MW – that customers of any class can connect to the local distribution system and expect payment for generation at retail
rates. A House hearing is scheduled for February 24 on the issues.
Community Broadband – SB 266/HB 437 – These bills limit municipal utilities from providing broadband services off of extra
fiber capacity from a utility’s SCADA and data communication networks. Some electric and water systems use this extra
capacity as an economic development tool to attract and maintain jobs. A Senate hearing on the bill on February 18 with
Carthage and MPUA testifying in opposition. This is a bill to watch closely.
Telecommunication Relocation Reimbursement – SB 222/HB 662 – These bills require cities to reimburse telecommunication
providers when asking to relocate utilities in the right-of-way. The bills include pole attachment relocations. The Senate held a
February 17 hearing on the issue with MML leading the opposition along with Fulton, Willow Springs, Independence, and
MPUA.
Landlord-Tenant Liability – HB 851 – This bill reintroduces a bill not seen in recent years. The bill eliminates the ability of utilities
to hold a property owner responsible for non-payment of utility bills and requires customers system-wide to eat the costs of
delinquent utility bills from property rentals. It would allow landlords to continue a “revolving door” of poor tenant
management at the expense of utility ratepayers.
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legislation. Sometimes, just a call or visit when the legislator is at
home, or an email/letter can get a legislator’s attention. And
sometimes, a city official making the long trip from home can
send the required message of a bill’s importance. It can be easy
for a legislator to turn down a lobbyist with no perceived
hometown “skin in the game,” but quite another thing
completely to go against the wishes of a constituent, especially if
that constituent is standing right there in the Capitol. This
combination of constant presence and hometown touch is often
the perfect “one-two punch” – an advantage municipal utilities
bring by working together through, and side-by-side with,
MPUA. It’s the advantage that MPUA brings to its members
by working from the inside-out.
(L-R) Fred Dreiling, Bob Jackson, Rep. Todd Richardson (Majority
Floor Leader), Ewell Lawson, and Kyle McClure (CU-Springfield)
discuss legislation outside the House floor.

Chairmen are critical

Concentrating on key committees means that MPUA’s lobbyists
spent a considerable amount of time with the chairmen of each
committee.
These leaders control the flow of bills in
committees, so keeping information flowing to them is very
important. Sometimes their opinions can help sway the
direction of the committee and sometimes they can make
suggestions to bill sponsors that can improve the chances of a
bill’s acceptance.
Committee chairs are a critical decision point on the path to bills
becoming law. Luckily, in recent years, MPUA has had very
good success identifying and developing relationships with
upcoming leaders that have become chairpersons of committees
important to municipal utilities.

The next two years

The first session of the 98th Missouri General Assembly is
underway, and your MPUA lobbyists are working hard to
develop and maintain the relationships and education necessary
for municipal utilities, and specifically MPUA’s members, to
have a positive session.
Now that the House and Senate have named their committee
members, it is clear that your lobbying team’s relationshipbuilding efforts have paid off. While there has been significant
turnover from last session, we are uniquely positioned in that
legislators and chairs named to the committees we deal with are
already familiar with MPUA and our advocacy on behalf of
municipal utilities. That bodes well for the session this year and
next.◄

Information, information, and then – more information

The most important thing that your lobbying team does for you
in Jefferson City, in addition to tracking the process itself, is to
gather and dispense information about the operation, regulation,
oversight, and challenges that not-for-profit, municipal utilities
face . This means working to distinguish city-owned utilities
from cooperatives, special districts for water and sewer, and
investor-owned, for-profit utilities and companies.
The most important resource for that information is MPUA’s
members themselves. There are very few legislators with a
background in utility matters, so they become dependent on
utility lobbyists when an issue comes up. If municipal utilities
aren’t mentioned during the process, our sector gets overlooked,
causing unintended consequences. Legislators expect our
information to be accurate, truthful, and comprehensive.
Accomplishing that from a decentralized membership takes a lot
of effort and time.

A Powerful Combination

MPUA’s lobbying team is the membership’s first line of defense
for municipal utilities in State Capitol matters. They monitor
legislation, find problems, engage legislators, stop the most
onerous and dangerous bills that come their way, and push
measures that fix needed problems.
However, sometimes the power of local, hometown
relationships that are knowledgeable, detailed, and specific, can
be the best weapon when addressing a problem piece of
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(Sewers...continued from page 16)

It’s exciting to find active I/I. Just
because it has not rained in days, is not
that important.
Active I/I can be
groundwater and subsurface drainage that
finds its way into your system’s piping
and structures. Even leaking customer
laterals can be seen without recent
rainfall.
Look for signs of past I/I. Manhole walls
that are stained are great indicators.
Finding evidence of collection system
surcharging is always important.
Collection system “debris” comes in two
forms: earthen debris and trashy debris.
Earthen debris is important because it is
not supposed to be there. If you see
construction materials (sand and gravel
backfill) in your manholes, you know that
there are breaks in the piping system.
Native materials (clay, sand, pebbles, and
rocks) that are part of natural
environment may indicate that your pipes
have broken; the backfill material has
already been washed away; and now a
more serious set of circumstances is
happening. You should be looking for an
area of collapsed piping. If you see large
native rocks (bigger than 3-inches in
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diameter) on the manhole’s bench, get
them out immediately. (Phil still has one
of the three 6-inch rocks that he and his
crew pulled out of manhole in his office.
The visit he had to make with an
upstream homeowner whose house was
flooded after the sewage came up out of
the floor drain in her main-floor laundry
room was an encounter that he will never
forget….ever.)
Trashy debris (man-made and humanused products) are supposed to be in the
sewer system, although too much of them
cause problems. If you see trashy debris
on the interior manhole steps, scum lines
with trashy debris on the walls, and/or
stranded debris on the manhole’s bench,
you know the system is backing up during
high flows or is too flat to move debris
downstream. If a particular manhole has
trashy debris, take the time to pull out the
“big stuff” (and discard it) and flush the
“little stuff” downstream. That way when
you come back next time, you will know
that you left the manhole clean when it
was last inspected. This practice lets you
know how much rainfall can be creating
excessive I/I, leading to a system backup.
You might be surprised how many roots
can penetrate a sewer manhole and how

fast they can do so. Active root intrusions
are a big deal and immediately
compromises the manhole’s functional
and structural integrity. Roots break
manholes. They can create huge I/I
sources.
Get the roots out and
rehabilitate their entry points.
Rarely are manholes found to be collapsed
during inspections, but deteriorated
mortar is a real and prevalent problem,
especially for older collection systems.
When you see this, include that particular
manhole on a list to visit right after a
rainstorm. See if the missing mortar
creates a pathway for I/I. Displaced and
missing bricks are a major concern and
they can easily be seen from the surface
inspection. Do not let displaced bricks lay
in the bottom of the manholes. Get them
out immediately.
After you have inspected enough sewer
manholes, you will be able to spot things
that are out of the ordinary. You may
even have the opportunity to solve two
utility problems with one inspection.
While rare, you can find potable water
leaks that are impacting sewer collection
systems. If your city has high potable
water losses, be on the lookout for “extra
clear and clean” water flowing through

the manholes. Look for high flows in an
downstream manhole, while flows are
much lower just 300 feet upstream. Be
alert for flows that are just “too high for
the neighborhood” in the middle of the
day.
Communication
Customers are drawn to your utility
truck’s flashing lights. They also gravitate
to a grown man lying prone on the
pavement taking pictures of the inside of
sewer system manholes. When your
customers pull over and ask you what you
are looking for…tell them. Tell them that
you are inspecting your utility’s 110-year
old sewer collection system. Express to
them that you are trying to prioritize
which areas of the sewer system need
attention. Relay to them that you intend
to let the City Council know what you
find. Put in plain words that the sewer
collection system is the most expensive
asset that the City owns (sorry linemen…
the buried sewer infrastructure just costs
more to install, rehabilitate, and replace
than poles and wires). Municipal systems
belong to the rate-payers. Tell them what
they own.
A Take-Away
The strength and integrity of sewer
collection infrastructure is critical to your
community’s long-term economic public
health.
While the financial cost of
upgrading or replacing the infrastructure
is daunting, the cost of ignoring it could
be economically catastrophic.
By almost every standard, American
infrastructure is stressed and breaking.
Missouri is no different. In fact, some
Federal agencies consider Missouri’s
sewer systems in worse shape than in
most States.
Why?
Missouri’s
communities are older than the cities on
the West Coast. Many Eastern cities had
to begin rehabilitating and replacing their
infrastructure already because their cities

Get these
bricks picked
out of the
manholes
before they
head
downstream.

are even older than ours. Missouri has
many smaller cities, with declining
populations, making infrastructure
rehabilitation projects harder to “sell” to
the rate-payers. Missouri’s thunderstorms
can wreck havoc on poorly maintained
sewer collection systems.
The steps outlined above cost very little,
but they do require sewer crews to take an
active role in inspecting their sewer
collection system piping and assets.
Manhole inspections will surprise you.
Even if you only complete two days of
inspection work (about 80 manholes), you
will see problem areas and they will be
obvious.
Here is a rule of thumb. After a manhole
inspection project, you should be able to
identify 1 manhole in every 10 that needs
attention. You can reasonably determine
that 20% to 30% of the collection system
that deserves further and/or more
detailed inspection work. This might

include another manhole inspection right
after a rainstorm.
One advanced inspection tool is acoustic
sounding of sewer piping (a featured
presentation of MPUA’s Spring Tech
Days scheduled in April in Warrensburg
and Sikeston). This inspection technique
determines the extent to which a line
segment is blocked. A video-inspection
of several pipe segments may be
warranted. When you have completed the
inspection of 30% to 50% of your sewer
manholes, you will have a very firm grasp
on your system’s integrity and
performance. Long-term rehabilitation
plans and budgets are a much easier “sell”
from that point forward.
MPUA stands ready, as it has for decades,
to help our members understand how to
manage their utility assets. Call us and let
your association help you.◄
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Employment Opportunities
CITY OF BRANSON—Plant Operator 1
The Plant Operator I – Wastewater Treatment is responsible for
operation, maintenance and repair of wastewater treatment
plants. This position may also assist with operations and
maintenance of sewer lift stations and biosolids facilities as
necessary. This position works under general supervision with
work reviewed for results achieved. The position is supervised
by a Supervisor II or Supervisor III. Contact the City of Branson
Human Resources Dept., 110 W. Maddux St., Ste. 315, Branson,
MO 65616 or visit www.bransonmo.gov for more information.

CITY OF FAYETTE—Water & Sewer Distribution Superintendent
This is a position with responsible supervisory work in water and
sewer line maintenance, repair and replacement, including
repair of water and sewer leaks, replacement of water meters
and repair and replacement of fire hydrants. The person in this
position is responsible for overseeing all departmental
operations, including preparation of budgets and cost
estimates, training and supervision of personnel, and
maintenance of equipment, meters and hydrants. Qualifications
include high school diploma/GED and a Certified Class DS II
State License in Distribution, experience in water and sewer
maintenance work including supervisory experience; or
equivalent combination of training and experience. Applications
are available in the City Clerk’s Office, 117 S. Main Street,
Fayette, MO 65248.

CITY OF NIXA—Electrical Lineworker
Under general supervision of the Electric Superintendent,
Electric Department performs a variety of skilled, journey level
electrical installation, maintenance, and repair activities on
electrical high voltage overhead and underground transmission,
distribution, and service lines for the City of Nixa.
Possess a High School diploma or GED. Possess valid State of
Missouri certification for journey level electrical work or level of
experience equivalent. Possess valid State of Missouri CDL-B
driver’s license at a level appropriate to the equipment operated.
More information is available at www.nixa.com.
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MJMEUC Saves Millions for Power Project Participants
By Mike Loethen | mloethen@mpua.org

I

n early 2014 the 30 year U.S.
Treasury bond, a major indicator for all
taxable and tax-exempt interest rates,
was at a 3.95% level. At that point,
almost no one would have predicted
that the rate would decline to its low of
the year of 2.68% by December.

30-yr. treasury charted over 9 years.
At the same time and before, MPUA’s
Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility
Commission (MJMEUC) continued to
work quietly at improving its financial
and operational performance. This
performance has been recently
rewarded with improved or stable
outlooks from rating agencies which
have assured investor’s interest in
MJMEUC bonds. This work, coupled
with the decline in interest rates and
favorable bond call dates, has led to
opportunities for MJMEUC members
to realize noticeable savings in their
wholesale power.

With all this economic noise, rates gyrated
during the last quarter, but allowed
MJMEUC – and many other municipal
issuers who were ready – to bring
refinancing transactions to market. In this
environment, MJMEUC was able to
defease portions of the Iatan 2 and Plum
Point Revenue Bonds.
MJMEUC and its financial advisory
team (Ramirez & Co, Inc. and Mohanty
Gargiulo, LLC), selected BMO Capital
Markets to lead the team of
underwriters on the Iatan 2 refunding.
Before pricing in late September 2014,
MJMEUC received notice that its Iatan
2 project ratings were affirmed at ‘A’
and ‘A2’ from Fitch Ratings (Fitch) and
Moody’s Investors Service (Moodys),
respectively. Each of MJMEUC’s project
revenue bonds required separate ratings.
Sound performance from Iatan 2 and a set
of quality MJMEUC financial metrics
attracted an abundance of investors. This
demand allowed MJMEUC to reduce the
offering yields on the refunding . A final
all-in true interest cost (TIC) of 3.36%
was achieved on the refunding bonds,
saving almost $24 million over the life of
the bonds. Annual debt service savings
totaled over $1.2 million per year
beginning with the 2016 bond year.

PREPARATION MEETS
OPPORTUNITY

Interest rate declines like those
experienced in 2014 can only be
leveraged if an agency is ready. For
MJMEUC, that interest rate decline
allowed it to begin work on refinancing
portions of the Iatan 2 and Plum Point
revenue bonds, something that very few
expected at the start of the year.
The dramatic combination of the U.S.
economy gaining strength while fear of
a global slowdown increased sparked
volatility in the financial markets as
investors were driven to the safety of
U.S. Treasury bonds. Added layers of
uncertainty included the Federal
Reserve’s timing to increase short-term
rates, as well as the dramatic decline in
oil prices.

The Plum Point financing plan followed a
few months later with Wells Fargo
Securities leading the underwriting team.
Instrumental to the success of the
November 2014 pricing were significant
credit rating upgrades from both Moody’s
and Standard’s & Poors Corporation
(S&P).
The upgrades brought
MJMEUC’s Plum Point Project ratings to
the A-, A3, and A- levels from Fitch,
Moody’s and S&P, respectively, all with
stable outlooks.
The S&P rating
represented a two-notch upgrade, which is
a rare occurrence in the municipal market
and attests to both the strong

improvement in the financial strength of
MJMEUC and its participating members
and the performance of the Project.
Rating upgrades led to a strong demand
for the Plum Point offering. Almost
$26.8 million in gross savings was
realized producing an annual savings of
over $1.4 million beginning in 2016.

2015 AND BEYOND

Moving forward, there are a small number
(relative to the 2014 refundings) of Iatan 2
and Plum Point bond maturities
remaining that are being monitored for
additional savings. It is expected they will
qualify for refunding later in 2015.
On the immediate horizon is an advance
refunding opportunity for portions of the
MJMEUC Prairie State revenue bonds. If
the 2015 municipal market rates continue
to ride 2014’s tailwind of continued low
rates and tight ‘A’ category credit spreads,
savings could be seized through a
refunding and realized in power bills to
member cities participating in Prairie
State.
Given the volatile nature of the fixed
income markets, it is very difficult to
predict the final market level for
MJMEUC’s bonds.
MJMEUC is
preparing to take advantage of any market
opportunities to realize debt savings
associated with Prairie State as early as
this March.
The end of 2014 was good to MJMEUC.
Preparation, with favorable market timing,
has paid off as the upfront costs of power
projects, built for long-term supply and
cost stability, is being eased by investor
interest in MJMEUC performance and a
stable outlook, all leading to favorable
bond refundings. This bodes well for
project participant wholesale costs in
coming years.◄
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